FUNDING PROPOSALS

Workshops on Contemporary China

Academic Year 2016-2017 | All University of California campus

The Fudan-UC Center on Contemporary China has allocated $15,000 for China studies workshops that focus on contemporary Chinese politics, economy, law, environment, society and culture. All UC campuses or clusters of campuses are invited to apply.

The workshop can be on any topic related to contemporary China. They can take the form of academic conferences or a series of thematic seminars. Preference will be given to workshops that bring scholars from different disciplines together. Ideally, the workshops should include one or more scholars from Fudan University in China. If needed, the Fudan-UC Center can help in identifying and contacting Fudan scholars to participate in the workshops.

Interested workshop organizers should submit an application (not to exceed 5 pages) by July 1 (Priority Deadline). Applications will be accepted until all 2016-17 funds are disbursed. Please include the following items to the proposal:

1. General workshop agenda, including a description of the main ideas, objectives and significance
2. Proposed time and venue
3. List of potential participants
4. Other funding sources and amount acquired or in the process of requesting
5. Itemized budget and anticipated dates for the workshops.

The total amount of $15,000 may be awarded to two or three proposals, depending on the need and quality of applications. The Fudan-UC Center will appoint an academic committee to evaluate the proposals and awards will be announced as the evaluation process is complete.

Please submit proposal via this link. Questions can be directed to:

Samuel Tsoi
Assistant Director, China Programs, UCSD
stsoi@ucsd.edu
858-246-1950

About The Fudan-UC Center:
The Fudan-UC Center on Contemporary China creates opportunities for cooperation between Fudan University and all UC campuses on research, policy and educational initiatives, including academic conferences and community events. It is the first overseas research center established by a Chinese university at a North American university. Based in the UC San Diego School of Global Policy and Strategy, it works closely with the 21st Century China Program. Learn more at fudan-uc.ucsd.edu.